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Now that I’ve been able to spend some time on the TMR site, I have some 
recommendations for updating the site.  
 
These recommendations are informed partially by my experience as a back-end web 
editor for Bitch Media and the PSU MFA program, as well as a relatively “new” user to 
the Masters Review—someone with “outside” eyes. (Not to mention my experience as an 
internet junkie!). At the same time, these suggestions reflect your goals as a platform: to 
increase web traffic, raise your status as a literary hub, encourage more submissions, and 
support emerging writers. I don’t expect all of these suggestions to be taken up, let alone 
implemented immediately, but wanted to share my observations early on.  
 
I’ve organized this report into sections: Pages and Menu Strategy, Design, Content 
Management, and Other. That being said, there is a lot of overlap and often topics 
intersect. At the end I’ve noted what I think would be best next steps and which steps I 
see as easiest to implement. 
 
A note on terminology:  
It can be a little difficult to discuss all the different kinds of content on a blog. On the 
front-end, we’d call different pieces of content “blog posts,” “book reviews,” “short 
stories.” But on the back end, it’s either a “page” or “post.” It can be a little confusing 
since a “blog post” is a post, but a short story can also be a post, even though a short story 
is not a blog post. I will use the “user” to refer to someone visiting the site. “Contributor” 
will mean anyone who writes for our site, whether they do blog posts or are a fiction 
writer. I will also refer to our tech team as “IT guys.”  
 
 
 

I. PAGES and MENU STRATEGY 
This section concerns reorganization of pages as well as recommendations of updating 
static pages and menu drop-downs. This section has more “content-oriented” thoughts on 
our current web pages. 
 
Homepage 
I suggest moving social media links into tidy icons at top of page (We can keep them at 
bottom as well!) 
 
Blog  
I think we should either have less blog posts on the page (say, 5 instead of 11) or have 
much smaller “teaser” grafs for each post that appears. I think currently it takes too long 
to scroll to bottom of page, and users appreciate a briefer “browsability” option for 
checking out blog content.  



 
Calendar 
I definitely see the benefit of having all the deadlines in one place. But I think we could 
convey the same information on either the “Submissions” or “Contests and Awards” 
pages. My reasons are 

• There’s redundancy between the pages (which means more work for editors on 
the back end when it’s time to update, but also means there is not “one place” 
where potential writers can look fore deadlines) 
• I think it makes more sense to organize this information by contest/fiction 
type/anthology instead of by dates. A user who is unfamiliar with the different 
TMR submissions will be overwhelmed by information on this page.  

 
About 
I think we could split up the content on this page into several pages. Here’s what I’m 
picturing: 

• Primary menu item “About Us”: this will have the short description of what 
TMR is all about. I also suggest adding paragraph about the name and how it 
started. I also have thoughts on editing the copy that is currently there but wanted 
to get the big-picture ideas out first.  
• Drop-down menu item for “Press,” where we can share our many accolades! 
• Drop-down menu item for “Staff/Contributors” 
• Drop-down menu item for “Contact”   

 
New Voices 
It think there’s a few things going on with this menu item in terms of language and 
hierarchy. What I mean by that is I think in terms of menu “hierarchy,” it would make 
more sense to have the menu item be called something like “Fiction,” “Short Fiction,” or 
“Short Stories” with drop-down items of “New Voices” and “Featured Fiction.” (And 
perhaps “The Masters Review Anthology.”)  
 
The issue with language is the titles “New Voices” and “Featured Fiction.” For a user 
unfamiliar with TMR, these titles/terms are foreign and nondescriptive. We had the same 
issue as Bitch—our in-house terms like “Bibliobitch” (our literary posts) or “Art/See” 
(posts on art and artists) made sense to us at the office, but to a user who is browsing your 
site, they are nonsensical and can deter them from browsing. 
 
I think there are a few options to go in terms of reorganizing this that we could discuss 
together.  
 
Submissions and Contests and Awards 
I do have thoughts on this section but would like to meet in person and discuss strategy 
and thinking before offering suggestions. I do see some redundancy but want to be on the 
same page about content before switching things up.  
 
 
 



II. DESIGN 
 
Text color 
Change code from grey (text) and green (hyperlink) to black and red (or color of choice). 
This is probably a CSS issue that could be fixed very quickly by IT guys.  
 
Blog post layout 
Currently, blog posts have large date next to title, followed by a header, an image, and 
intro text. I suggest streamlining design to that of sites like New Yorker, Offing, Electric 
Literature, etc. It is a sparse layout where the title takes precedent. (This dovetails with 
issues of organization and user accounts/bylines.) 
-Title is bold and clickable 
-Author byline visible 
-Date/tag less visible. 
 
I also think we could do away with the header format and simple have strong ledes as the 
entry point for blog posts.  
 
Developing an in-house design style 
One thing I love about TMR is the simple, sophisticated font we use for the title and the 
black-and-white woodblock prints. It’s unique, attractive, and people can recognize it as 
your brand. However, I think this “look” gets lost in some of our other messaging. Many 
“in-house” ads have variety of fonts, which (like the blog post above) can be confusing in 
terms of hierarchy. I think we should develop an in-house style design format so that 
users can recognize in-house ads and also strengthen our brand identity. 
 
Header image 
Like I said before, I love this little image! However, it is a little too small right now. I 
suggest reformatting it and resizing it as transparent PNG. This is will help with display 
issues in terms of both size and crispness. There is a similar issue with the small narwhal 
image in bottom right footer. 
 
 
 

III. CONTENT MANAGEMENT 
 
Book Reviews 
Book reviews should now be posted to the blog. I have several reasons why we should 
combine these sections.  

• A user doesn’t see the difference between a blog post and a book review. They 
are coming to TMR for contest information, blog content, and short fiction. In 
their head, book reviews are just more short content. 
• We may be losing users by separating these forms of content. A user browsing 
the blog might not realize there is an entire other section of short content for them 
to browse. If all the content is one place, they will browse longer. 



• Having book reviews on the blog will increase the diversity of content we 
feature on the blog. Having a rich array of content for users to browse (reviews, 
interviews, lists, organizational updates) will make our blog more attractive (and 
just plain more interesting)!   
• Book reviews are currently posted as pages. They should be posted as posts. 
More on this below…. 

 
 
Short stories as posts  
This brings me to what I see as a pretty major content management issue. Our stories and 
book reviews are currently published as pages. Pages are static web pages that stand on 
their own. The “About” page is a good example of how a page should be used. It is a 
single hub that we update sporadically but doesn’t need to go anywhere.  
 
Blog posts (including book reviews) and short stories though, should not be posted as 
pages.  
 
Currently, a user must navigate to the “New Voices Archive” page and browse a list of 
stories by titles. It is certainly useful to have all the short story titles and authors in one 
place. However, picture a user navigating to a page that curated each short story as a blog 
post. This is what I believe you have intended to do on the “New Voices” page. However 
this is not a standard way of organizing content (not to mention time-consuming for you, 
I’m sure!).  
 
Instead, we could be taking advantage of Wordpress’s content management system 
(CMS) by posting content as posts. This may seem counter-intuitive: certainly our fiction 
is more prestigious than blog posts. But in terms of how the website works, we can make 
“posts” that will organize themselves based on the type of content they are. (I think, at 
least! Definitely an option on other CMS sites, but will need to discuss specifics with IT 
guys.)  
 
You can see this level of organizing content on many prestigious literary websites. See, 
for example, how the Paris Review’s “Archive” menu item has its content organized by 
type: when you click on “Fiction” you get a list of every piece of Fiction, similar with 
“Interviews,” etc. http://www.theparisreview.org/fiction 
 
Wordpress is built in a way that the site could do this for you, but it cannot do this 
archiving process with pages—hence the time-consuming effort of manually creating 
images and urls for each short story. Instead, we should organize short stories together.  
 
This is a big change in content management for the site but I believe it is a smart decision 
for the long run. Here’s why:  

• In the long run it will be less work on our end to manually organize stories, as 
they will organize themselves. 
• Currently, users (and contributors) must click around to find all stories in one 
place. This means that we are losing users more quickly (instead of them spending 



time browsing), and contributors (or potential contributors) might look for 
published on a site that more easily displays writing. Organizing and displaying 
content better means more users and more contributors.  
• It’s the method that many other online literary journals display content 
• Best practices for organizing web content generally.   

 
This is a big step, and I think we will need to talk to IT guys about the best way to do 
this. I believe it can be done but there are some things to keep in mind, including 
preserving URLs.  
 
 
 

IV. OTHER 
 
User/author accounts 
Currently, the TMR site has two users: “mastersreview” and “web editor” (which I 
created). This is another place where we could be taking advantage of the Wordpress 
tools by having each contributor create their own user account. Here’s why I suggest it:  

• This will create more of a sense of authorship for each piece, which I think is 
especially important for attracting writers and contributors.  
• Currently, bylines appear at the bottom of posts and are entered manually (I 
think?). Instead, bylines should appear automatically beneath or near the title of a 
blog posts/short story/etc. I think this is standard practice on most sites, but it will 
also make the site more attractive as a destination to be published.  
• User profiles would allow TMR contributors and writers to create profiles. 
Again, I think this is attractive for potential writers. Currently, readers must read 
through an entire story/blog post (or just scroll) down to read an author’s bio. 
Imagine if they could click on the author’s name and be taken to a new page 
where the author could have a picture, describe themselves, promote their other 
work, and link to their social media.  
 

Pop-Up  
I think we could be using the pop-up more strategically. Something to talk about in 
person.   
 
Strange url footer 
At the bottom of some pages (see: blog posts) there is a strange url beneath the comments 
form. When you click on it you get logged out as a user, which makes me think it was 
perhaps a “Log out” button that got coded incorrectly. No matter why it’s there, it needs 
to go.  
 
Facebook plug-in 
There’s a few reasons why I think we should do away with this plug-in on our site.  

• The main one is that readers on our site are there for site content. I saw these 
plug-ins become popular when websites wanted users to see what was 



“happening” on Twitter (the idea being that life moved a little faster there). I think 
Facebook content belongs on Facebook. 
• That being said, we definitely still want to encourage people to like us on 
Facebook. While I do think we should have an easy go-to on the site for social 
media, I think a classy “Like us on Facebook” would suffice. This could go 
anywhere on the site—perhaps at the end of every blog post, perhaps in a pop-
up—but I think that would be a more valuable way to integrate Facebook 
• Speaking of how else we could use this real estate, why not a newsletter sign-up 
embedded in the sidebar? 
• And, just from an aesthetic perspective, I think it clashes with our site’s layout 
and aesthetic and contributes to a messy look.   

 
 

V. NEXT STEPS 
 

While some of these changes may seem cosmetic (and they are) some aren’t as simple to 
alter. I have looked in the back-end of our site and am afraid that many of the design 
changes (especially in terms of content template) may have to be done by the IT guys. I 
think it would be worth asking them their opinion, or I’d love to have a phone call with 
them about how much of this is possible given our current Wordpress template. All that 
said, I do not think these are monumental tasks on their part. We are not asking for a 
website overhaul, we are asking for a template change that I am sure is available within 
Word Press.  
 
Here’s a quick and dirty layout of tasks I have ordered by easy, medium, and “hard.” (ie, 
time-consuming or a job for IT guys, which I realize costs money.)  
 
Easy 
• Delete “calendar” page/menu item while moving relevant information to About Us 
and/or Submissions.  
• Remove Facebook widget 
• Change menu name/organization of Fiction page 
 
Medium 
• Develop in-house design style  
• Have contributors create user profiles 
• Rework header image 
 
Hard 
• Migrate short-stories and book reviews from pages to posts. This isn’t actually all that 
hard, it’s just time-consuming and a huge shift. We could employ readers to assist with 
this and could do it ourselves. The good news is we could create posts (unpublished) of 
all our content. The drawbacks is that we would lose traffic information of those posts. It 
is a big change but I think will be worth it in the long run.  
• Changing template of blog posts. This also isn’t technically hard, but we do have to pay 
IT guys and communicate with them a lot about what we want.  


